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Inspire Plus for two seasons
inspire Plus is the
followup to the
popular Inspire series.
It is Benary new
large-flowered pansy
series, the all-rounder
for late autumn and
early spring flowers.
With a uniform and
compact habit, it
produces strong leaves
and fills pots quickly
Inspire Plus stands out
for its excellent timing
and extremely tight
flowering window.
With the entire series
blooming within a
matter of days, this
series will be a very
quick seller. Benary
is offering 13 colours
for the new launch
this season. Pictured is
“Beaconsfield.”
benary.com

Cool Wave Pansies are hot
Cool Wave Pansies,
from PanAmerican
Seed, have great vigour
and over-winter quite
successfully. The plug
crop time is four to five
weeks, with transplantto-finish times of six to
seven weeks in spring,
and four to five weeks
in the fall. It is hardy
to Zone 5. This has the
most prostrate habit of
any spreading pansy
and works well in both
combinations and
groundcovers Among
newcomers this year
are “Blueberry Swirl”
(shades of primrose
with whiskers and
variable blue/purple
edge) and “Sunshine
‘N Wine” (perfect fall
colours, as shown in
the accompanying
photo).
panamseed. corn
.
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Easy Wave lineup expands
Three deep, distinct
new colours have been
added to the Easy Wave
Petunia lineup, the
biggest-selling spreading
petunia series from
PanAmerican Seed. With
their velvety undertones,
these varieties stand out
in a crowded market,
commanding attention
and sales. This series

features exceptional
uniformity that simplifies
production and
maximizes plug yields.
The fast-growing plants
bloom freely all season
with little maintenance.
There are 1 6 Easy Wave
varieties and 10 mixtures
available. Pictured is
“Burgundy Velour.”
panarnseed. corn

Seedlings Thrive Under LEDs
The Goal is to Help Plants Flower Faster for Sales to Consumers.
Purdue University researchers’ success in using
red and blue LEDs as the only source oflight to
grow ornamental plant seedlings indoors has led
to a new phase of determining whether they can
reduce production time with more colours.
The research is important because most
seedlings are grown in greenhouses in the late
winter and early spring, a time when sunlight
with enough growing power is low, especially in
northern states.

New colours in Admire series
It’s only a season ago that
Benary launched its new
viola series, Viola cornuta
1 Admire. This season
F
the seed breeders are
adding three new colours
White, Blue and Yellow
Purple Wing and an
improved Yellow. It
delivers the earliest and
most uniform flowering

—

—

performance compared
to popular competitive
varieties. The series is
particularly appealing
because of its extremely
narrow flowering
window This is a huge
benefit to growers.
Flowering occurs
withinjust a few days,
and colours are ready

for sale all at the same
time. Pictured is “Yellow
Purple Wing.”
benaiy. corn

Foxlight in spotlight
The new Foxlight series
of Digitalis (foxglove)
from Darwin Perennials
is basking in the
perennials spotlight.
No other digitalis series
has these bold novelty
colours to boost retail
appeal and drive impulse
sales. Foxlight lowers
grower input costs
by about 20 per cent,

providing greater profit
margins at wholesale and
retail levels. It is a firstyear flowering series that
is more compact than
competing varieties, with
deeper green foliage. It
blooms all summer long,
with outward-facing
flowers. Pictured is
“Ruby Glow.”
Darwinperennials. corn

‘Little Moonshine’ from Blooms
This new variety fea
tures a great compact
habit with the same
bright gold flowers of
Achillea “Moonshine.”
This petite beauty
grows 9-12” tall by 10
to 12” wide in sun. It
is ideal for containers
and smaller gardens.
Gardeners will enjoy

its early and extended
blooming season, from
May to September, and it
also attracts butterflies.
it is ideal for USDA Har
diness Zones 4-8. “Little
Moonshine” has been
bred by Har Stemkens
of Syngenta Flowers and
is being introduced by
Blooms of Bressingham.

ABOVE
Professor Roberto
Lopez (right) and
doctoral student
Joshua Craver are
finding that solesource LEDs can
produce high-quality
ornamental seedlings.
(Purdue Agricultural
Communication
photo/Tom Campbell)

Seedlings need to grow at that time to meet
spring and summer sales of bedding plants, so
supplemental lighting from electric lamps is typi
cally needed.
In the first part of the research, associate profes
sor of horticulture Dr. Roberto Lopez and masterb
student Wesley Randall grew seedlings from five
bedding plant species impatiens, marigold,
petunia, ymca and zonal geranium some using
light-emitting diodes, known as LEDs, as a supplement to sunlight.
They found that the quality of seedlings grown
with LEDs was similar to and in some cases
better than those grown in a greenhouse with
high-pressure sodium lamps (similar to street or
arena lamps) to supplement sunlight.
They then decided to see if the seedlings could
be produced indoors with LEDs as the sole source
of light.
“It was quite surprising to see how uniform,
—

—

—

—

BloornsofBressingharn
Plants. corn

compact and sturdy the seedlings were compared
to seedlings produced in the greenhouse with
sunlight and supplemental lighting from LEDs,”
Lopez said.
Compact seedlings are desirable because tall
seedlings can be damaged in boxes during shipping. “I didn’t think we could produce such a nice,
high-quality plant without the sun,” he said.
The greenhouse study was published in Hort
Science, a publication of the American Society for
Horticulture Science. The researchers also wrote
about the sole-source LED lighting study in Greenhouse Product News last September.
Lopez said the research shows that sole-source
LED lighting could be used to grow ornamental
plant seedlings indoors with a technique known as
multilayer production, in which plants are stacked
on top of each other on shelves such as in a warehouse where there is no sunlight.
Some companies, especially in Japan, already
use multilayer production for leafy vegetables.
High-intensity LEDs, with their red and blue co
lours resembling Christmas lights, convert electricity
into light that plants use for photosynthesis. They
are much more efficient than traditional lights such
as incandescent bulbs and fluorescent lights because
they consume less energy They last longer, too, but
they also are more expensive to buy.
The current research led by Lopez and doctoral
student Joshua Craver has advanced to the stage of
trying to make the seedlings grow faster than the
typical three to four weeks in a greenhouse using
red, blue, white and far-red LEDs. Growing time
was not considered in the first phase of the research.
“We want to see if we can take a week or so off
of production,” Lopez said.
The goal, he said, is to help the plants flower
faster for sale to consumers.
The research is part of a four-year grant by
the U.S. Department of Agriculture for research
involving growing both ornamental and vegetable
plants with LED lights.
Lopez has been named a 2015 University
Faculty Scholar. The University Faculty Scholars
Program recognizes outstanding faculty members
at the West Lafayette campus who are on an accel
erated path for academic distinction.
,

Keith Robinson is a communications specialist with
Purdue University.
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